Tangled Mind

For years Beck Lund has taken care of his
volatile boyfriend, Brady, always putting
Bradys needs above his own and walking
on eggshells to keep the peace. After Brady
overdoses on heroin, his death devastates
Beck. Thankfully Becks best friend,
Timothy Kallis, finds him the help he
needs. Beck slowly starts to recover and
moves in with Timothy to get back on his
feet, but hes oblivious that Timothy is
secretly nursing romantic affection for him.
Beck focuses on his own healing for the
first time in his life. After months of
challenging his codependent tendencies
and learning how to stand up for himself,
Beck finally starts to trust his gut and
hopes to one day love again. Timothy is
patient throughout, taking care of Beck in
ways no one ever has. But if Beck cant
recognize Timothys affection for him, it
might be too late for them to move beyond
friendship.
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